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Abstract: The large number coincidences that fascinated theorists such as Eddington and
Dirac are shown here to be a speciﬁc example of a general set of scaling factors deﬁning universes
in which fundamental forces are equated. The numbers have prescriptive power and they are
therefore correct and exact a priori. The universes thus deﬁned exhibit a fractal structure
centred on the Planck/Stoney scale with some formal resemblance to black holes and with
properties analogous to Hawking radiation. The problematic case of emerging and evaporating
universes is brieﬂy considered in the context of quantum gravity. Historically, the large numbers
are associated with the mass of a charged particle and the mass of the universe. This paper
demonstrates that the numbers are properly understood in the context of four masses including
a non-zero mass derived from Hubble‘s Constant and the Planck or Stoney mass.
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1.

Introduction

According to Dirac, as reported by Gamow [1], an elegant theory must be correct. The
large numbers noticed by Dirac, Eddington and others [2,3,4,5,6,7,8], suggest the possibility of an elegant theory that derives physical laws from numerical relations. According
to Dirac’s particular interpretation of the large numbers, for instance, gravity’s strength
is inversely proportional to the universe’s age. Any such large variation in gravity has
since been ruled out by a wealth of carefully analyzed geophysical and astrophysical data
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[9,10,11,12,13] yet such is the elegance of his theory that it continues to inspire theorists
even today (as for example [14,15,16,17,18]).
It will be shown in this paper that the ‘large’ numbers are scaling factors that equate
an idealized electromagnetic particle with the Planck/Stoney mass, and the Planck/Stoney
mass with the total mass of all the electromagnetic particles in the universe. A Numbers
Universe (the kind of universe deﬁned by these scaling factors) could comprise as many
or as few particles as imagination permits and the numbers therefore are not necessarily
large. Irrespective of its size, a Numbers Universe is fractal in structure - the universe
and every particle in it are rescaled forms of the Planck/Stoney mass. The fractal structure of the universe is a topic that has excited a considerable amount of interest and
speculation recently (e.g. [19]), particularly however in the context of uniﬁcation physics
[20, 21,22,23,24] and even with some explicit reference to the Large Numbers Hypothesis
[25][26]. However, in this author‘s opinion, the fractal quality of a Numbers Universe
is not fully understood without reference to a fourth mass that emerges from a triad of
larger masses comprising the idealized charged particle, the Planck/Stoney mass and the
universe itself. The fourth mass and its associated energy, derived from Hubble’s Constant, have found a signiﬁcant role in a variety of theories, including Hawking’s theory of
radiating black holes, yet few theorists fully understand the intellectual scaﬀolding that
supports it and which may be dubbed the ‘Numbers Universe’. This paper will address
that shortcoming.
The paper is divided into three main sections. The Introduction includes subsections
dealing with deﬁnitions of some key terms, including a revised electrical charge (for convenient comparison of electromagnetic and gravitational quantities), the Stoney scale and
the Large Numbers themselves. The middle section is a study of the Numbers Universe,
particularly the fractal relations of the four masses. It also considers deﬂationary and
inﬂationary scenarios associated with the sequencing of numbers. The third and ﬁnal
section is a brief discussion of speculative issues.

1.1 Uniﬁed Dimensions
The ‘large’ numbers of Dirac, Eddington et al. are ratios of various electromagnetic and
gravitational quantities dimensioned in force, mass, length and time (see section 1.3).
There is no ratio of charges except perhaps by implication in the ratio of forces. In a
Numbers Universe, therefore, electrical charge might best be understood in electrostatic
units (esu), as a compound of dimensions associated with force, rather than in SI, where
charge is formally a separate and unique dimension measured in Coulombs. However,
there are advantages in retaining the SI context, or at least some key elements of it.
A compromise between SI and esu is convenient and it is simply achieved by deﬁning
charge according to Ampere’s Law while setting the permeability of free space equal
to a dimensionless unity [27]. This compromise assigns electric charge a compound of
dimensions conventionally associated with force, somewhat in the esu manner, without
however sacriﬁcing the general SI context. The SI electrostatic force can then be rephrased
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e2 4πε0 = c2 e2R ,
e2 = 2.567 × 10−38 C 2 ,

(1)

e2R = 2.567 × 10−45 kg.m,
where e is the elementary charge measured in Coulombs, ε0 is the permittivity of free
space, c is the speed of light in a vacuum and eR is a revised charge. This revision not
only allows for an easier comparison of electromagnetic and gravitational phenomena, it
also simpliﬁes calculations for some purely electromagnetic identities. For instance, the
electromagnetic radius rE of any mass (conventionally the ‘classical radius’ in the case of
the electron) is calculated in SI and in revised units thus:


(2)
rE = e2 4πε0 mE c2 = e2R mE ,
where mE is any charged mass. Moreover, the relativistic nature of the magnetic force is
made explicit in revised units:
2 2
2
2 2
 = c eR × eR = v eR ,
ev × B
(3)
r2
mE r
r2
where Bis the magnetic ﬁeld, mE is any charged mass, v is its speed as determined by the
electrostatic force and r is its distance from another charge. The above three equations
will help the reader interpret other equations in this paper.

1.2 Stoney Scale
The Stoney scale equates the electrostatic force with the self-gravitation of the Stoney
mass, which may be considered a smaller version of the Planck mass:
c2 e2R = Gm2S = αGm2P l = αc,

(4)

where Gis the Gravitational Constant, mS is the Stoney mass, α is the Fine Structure
Constant, mP l is the Planck mass and the crossed h is the reduced Planck’s Constant .
Some theorists have interpreted Dirac’s and Eddington’s large numbers in the context of
the Planck scale and indeed some ﬁndings in this paper have been anticipated in a purely
Planck context by other authors [26]. However, the ‘large’ numbers known to Dirac,
Eddington et al. are formally Stoney numbers, being factors that equate electromagnetic
and gravitational phenomena, whereas the Planck scale is conventionally the scale of
uniﬁcation for all forces. In this paper, the Stoney scale is retained as the scale of the
Numbers Universe, partly because of its historical signiﬁcance, but also because this
limited or specialized form of the Planck scale is still relevant for certain theoretical tasks
and deserves to be better recognized. The relative strengths of the electrostatic and
gravitational forces can then be expressed simply as a mass ratio:
m2S
c2 e2R
=
= N = n2 ,
2
2
GmE
mE

(5)

where N is not necessarily a large number since it depends on the size of the charged
mass mE .The square root form n is often a more useful quantity.
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1.3

‘Large’ Numbers

The Numbers Universe is deﬁned by ratios representing diﬀerences in force, length, time
and mass. In the context of the ‘real’ universe, they are conventionally understood
as approximations because exact calculations are beyond the practical capabilities of
scientiﬁc observation:

c2 e2R Gm2E = N ≈ 1040 ,
(6)
RU /rE = N ≈ 1040 ,

(7)

RU /c
= N ≈ 1040 ,
rE /c

(8)

MU /mE = N 2 ≈ 1080 ,

(9)

where mE is the mass of a typical electromagnetic particle such as the electron or proton,
rE is its electromagnetic radius as deﬁned in (2), and where RU and MU are the radius and
mass of the universe. Variations in these identities are often seen, such as substituting a
particle’s Compton wavelength for its electromagnetic radius and equating mE with the
root mean square of two diﬀerent charged masses. In fact mE could even be regarded as
an ideal particle that emerges from whatever parameters the theorist considers important.
Expressed as a set of ‘rubbery’ approximations based at least partly on unmeasured
and unmeasurable quantities, the numbers are practically useless. Dirac however identiﬁed RU with the radius of an expanding universe and, by equating (6) and (7), arrived
at an interesting conclusion:
c2 e2R rE
.
(10)
G= 2
mE RU
Dirac boldly suggested that gravity weakens as the universe expands since G is inversely
proportional to RU . However, as already noted, the hypothesis is not supported by
scientiﬁc analysis and, moreover, there are other terms in the equation that could be
used to oﬀset changes in RU - in particular, the mass mE .

2.

The Numbers Universe

If we assume that N is the exact same number for all four equations (6)-(9) those equations
and all their terms can then be deduced from each other. For example:
MU = N 2 mE =

c2 e2R
c2 e2R
×
× mE .
Gm2E
Gm2E

(11)

Rearranging and cancelling some terms:
c2 e2R
e2R
GMU
=
×
= N rE = RU .
c2
Gm2E
mE

(12)

Thus RU is half a Schwarzschild radius (or ‘gravitational radius’) and we need only know
the exact value for one of the variable terms N , MU , RU or mE in order to know the
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exact values for all of them (uncertainties in the value of G are a diﬀerent issue and may
be considered trivial in the circumstances). The Numbers Universe could thus be the
exact size we choose and every adjustment in RU is simply oﬀset by an adjustment in
mE . Interpreting equations (6)-(9) within the context established by (5):
M U = n 3 m S = n 4 mE .

(13)

According to this relation, the Stoney mass is the whole universe when N = n=1. In
this context, the Numbers Universe seems to be an enlarged form of the Stoney mass
and mE seems to be a reduced form of the Stoney mass - the more the Stoney mass is
subdivided, the greater the universe becomes as a whole, somewhat in the fractal manner
of an organism growing by the subdivision of its cells.
Physicists have long wondered why gravity is so weak at the electromagnetic scale.
According to some physicists (e.g.[28), the signiﬁcant fact is not the weakness of gravity
but rather the tiny mass of charged particles. According to (13), however, the mass of
the universe is equally signiﬁcant in accounting for the relative strength of gravity and
it is relevant to ask - why is the universe so massive? The answer to this question is
perhaps best found in the ‘anthropic argument’ [29][20], according to which the large
numbers are fairly representative of a universe that is able to support life. Paraphrasing
the ‘anthropic argument’, we might say the Numbers Universe is scaled according to the
biological needs of numerate beings - or perhaps according to the intellectual needs of
beings clever enough to use very big numbers!
While a conventional system of units such as SI is quite appropriate for our universe
it would not be appropriate for all Numbers Universes, some of which might comprise
only a handful of large particles while others might comprise an almost inﬁnite number
of almost zero mass particles. The only appropriate units of measurement for all of these
universes are of course the natural units derived from the Stoney scale. In that case, mS
is an invariant unit of mass and any change in n involves a change in mass for MU and
mE . Thus the factor n4 is a product of two factors - the factor n, which is the number
of particles needed to oﬀset changes in the mass of mE relative to the mass of mS , and
the factor n3 , which is the number of Stoney masses in the universe. There is however
another fundamental mass in the Numbers Universe, and the triad in (13) is in fact better
understood as a tetrad.

2.1 Minimum Energy or Non-zero Mass
The Numbers Universe does not make itself known to theorists by means of numbers
alone. Some theorists (e.g.[30]) have been intrigued by this relation:

2
3  H0
≈ mE ,
(14)
Gc
where H0 is Hubble’s constant (H0 = c/RU ). This particular relation emerges from a
Planck-scale Numbers Universe and it implicitly derives the electromagnetic mass mE
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from a cubed mass product featuring the squared Planck mass and a minimum mass,
here to be denoted mω :


3 H0 c
3
=
mω m2P l = mE .
(15)
c2 G
Phrased in Stoney terms and with adjusted values for mE and mω :


2 2
3 αH0 c eR
(16)
= 3 mω m2S = mE ,
c2
G
M U = n6 m ω ,
mω =

m3E
m2S
=
,
m2S
MU

(17)
(18)

where mω is the smallest mass in a Numbers Universe. The mass mω can be derived from
the following physical relations, one electromagnetic and the other gravitational:
mω =

e2R
,
RU

(19)

GMU mω
= αH0 .
(20)
RU
The mass mω however can also be derived from physical relations that seem baﬄing and
paradoxical :
c2 e2R
Gm2E
mω c2 =
=
= mE vω2 .
(21)
RU
rE
Here vω is the speed of the charged mass mE at the edge of the universe in an electromagnetic ﬁeld originating in the centre of the universe, and it is also the speed of the
same mass self-gravitating around its own electromagnetic radius. These relations are
mathematical ideals based on the paradoxical assumption that mE /RU is not aﬀected by
the gravitational mass of the universe and that mE /rE is not aﬀected by the electrostatic
force, since in both these cases the speed of mE should in fact be the speed of light.
It is possible that there are some real world phenomena that might resemble the
mathematical ideals expressed in (21). Since the Numbers universe is predicated on the
realistic assumption that the fundamental forces are in fact diﬀerent manifestations of the
same force (N = n=1), there is nothing absurd in the additional assumption that those
ideals have some parallel or analogous manifestation in the real universe. We might for
instance interpret (21) in the context of quantum entanglement, the kind of ‘spooky action
at a distance’ considered by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [31]. In that case, the charged
mass mE could be considered a single particle in two diﬀerent places, responding only
to gravity at the electromagnetic boundary rE and responding only to the electrostatic
force at the gravitational boundary RU . Some such bizarre particle might be necessary
for the uniﬁcation of the fundamental forces.
Rearranging and cancelling terms in (21) leads to another intriguing relation:
vω2 e2R
Gm2E
=
.
RU2
RU2

(22)
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The self-gravitation of the charge particle mE is here equal to the magnetic force at
the boundary of the universe. This idealized relation suggests the possibility that a
particle’s own self gravitational ﬁeld and its magnetic ﬁeld might substitute for each
other should either be negated or cancelled out. The nearest real-world analogy to the
de facto continuation of an excluded magnetic ﬁeld is the Ahronov-Bohm eﬀect [32] a
gravitational analogue of which has in fact already begun to be developed in the context
of large number coincidences [33][34][35].
The minimum energy and its associated non-zero mass mω have fascinated theorists
for many years, usually however without any reference to a Numbers Universe and always
in the Plank context. Walter Nernst, for instance, associated the minimum energy with
a mechanism for tired light and constant entropy in a steady state universe [36](see also
[37]). The non-zero mass of a photon is a feature common to the Einstein, de Broglie
and Vigier theories of light, for which an overview and a quite comprehensive list of
references is supplied by Vigier [38]. For other identiﬁcations, such as with gravitons
and the energy associated with the non-zero conductance of the energy vacuum, see for
example Kropotkin [39]. The minimum energy has a logical if not necessarily a physical
signiﬁcance and it often features in scientiﬁc theories of an ‘alternative’ or ‘fringe’ variety.
However, it is also familiar to mainstream science, particularly in the form of Hawking
radiation, as discussed in the next section.

2.2 Decreasing Numbers Universes
The dynamics and structures of black holes are a focus of ongoing debate among theoretical physicists (e.g.[40][41]). Whether or not black holes exist in physical fact they are
a theoretical ‘mineshaft’ for speculative workers in uniﬁcation physics. Thus for example
Steven Hawking has combined the quantum theory of particle/anti-particle pairs with
the gravitational theory of black holes in order to remove the singularity from space-time
through evaporation [42] apparently with a view to its ultimate removal from scientiﬁc
theory as well [43a]. The singularity is inconsistent with the quantum Heisenberg principle of uncertainty and Hawking has sought to replace it with a Planck scaled region
where time becomes a fourth spatial dimension [44a]. Any distinction between ‘real’ and
‘imaginary’ time is dismissed by Hawking as irrelevant: “. . . a scientiﬁc theory is just a
mathematical model we make to describe our observations: it exists only in our minds.
So it is meaningless to ask: Which is real, ‘real’ or ‘imaginary’ time? It is simply a
matter of which is the more useful description.” [43b] The Numbers Universe would be
unthinkable without that sort of rational expediency.
A quantum of Hawking radiation can be deﬁned thus:
k B TH =

c3 
,
8πGM

(23)

where M is the mass of the black hole, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, TH is the Hawking
temperature and the kB TH product is the energy of a particle radiated by the black hole.
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The Hawking formula has already appeared implicitly in (14)-(21) but in a Stoney rather
than Planck context. It can for example be recovered thus:
c2 e2R
c4 e2R
αc3 
Gm2E
=
=
=
= mω c2 = mE vω2 .
rE
RU
GMU
GMU

(24)

The particle radiated by the black hole is analogous to the non-zero mass that emerges
from the electrostatic force at the gravitational boundary of the Numbers Universe, and
which also emerges from the self-gravitation of the mE particle at the electromagnetic
radius rE . In Hawking’s theory, a particle/anti-particle pair originating outside the black
hole is torn apart such that one particle falls towards the singularity while the other is
either radiated away or orbits at the boundary. In an evaporating Numbers Universe, on
the other hand, all particles must surely originate internally and we can only speculate
about their ﬁnal destination. As the Numbers Universe diminishes, the numbers that
deﬁne it also diminish, a process that leads to fewer but larger charged particles, presumably ending with a single Planck/Stoney mass - otherwise the evaporating Numbers
Universe would begin radiating particles more massive than itself (which is perhaps a
novel deﬁnition of the inﬂationary universe!)
Hawking’s work with evaporating black holes allows the Numbers Universe to develop
according to physical principles, whether decreasing like a black hole or even in reverse as
a kind of inﬂationary universe. As a mathematical ﬁction, the changing Numbers Universe
can be deﬁned by any sequence of numbers we choose, in either ascending or descending
order or even alternately ascending and descending. If there is to be any resemblance
to physical reality, however, the numbers must choose themselves and the sequencing of
numbers must proceed at some naturally determined rate. The rate of increase/decrease
for a Numbers Universe is conceptually tied to the duration of a Hawking black hole,
which can be calculated as follows:

t = M 3 k,

(25)


k = c4 G2 π15360,
where t is the duration of the black hole and k is a constant. The time t approximates
to Planck/Stoney time when the mass M is the Planck/Stoney mass.

2.3 Increasing Numbers Universes
An increasing Numbers Universe does not increase in volume in the way that our universe is thought to expand from an initial Big Bang. It resembles an inﬂationary universe,
increasing in volume while increasing in total mass and in the total number of charged
particles. The standard models of cosmology and particle physics have settled on a set of
phase transitions that appears to be supported by observational data (e.g.[45,46,47,48])
and these models are not easily or naturally formulated in the context of a time-reversed
Hawking black hole. Indeed, according to the duration given in (25), a Numbers Universe
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as massive as our universe must be considerably older than conventional scientiﬁc estimates allow. Moreover, concepts such as a radiation dominated universe are not easily
interpreted in the context of a Numbers model. However, the Numbers Universe could
be well suited to some alternative cosmological models, such as Linde’s fractal model of
‘eternal inﬂation’ [20]. Further more, our universe today approximates well to a Numbers
Universe and it might serve adequately as a model for any contemporary phase transitions
that might be thought to be occurring now (e.g. [47][17]).
In an inﬂationary Numbers Universe, particles decrease in size even as they increase
in number. If the particle is elementary, the decrease in its size might be understood
merely as a change in scale or in energy level without any change in internal structure,
and yet according to the standard model even elementary particles come in discrete
generations. In an inﬂationary Numbers Universe that resembles reality therefore, the
process of change seems to require a set of phase transitions even for elementary particles,
as for example:
c2 e2R
= i2 n2 ,
(26)
Gm2E0 /i2
mE0 /i = mE ,
where mE0 is the mass of an early generation particle, i is a factor that represents a
continuing increase in the ‘large’ number n, and mE is the mass of a later generation
particle. The phase transition requires the earlier mass mE0 to remain unchanged until
i reaches some critical value, at which point mE0 suddenly becomes the smaller, more
numerous mass mE . Until that critical value is reached, what physical change is signiﬁed
by increases in i? If (26) is suﬃcient to tell the story every trivial increase in i must
represent a variation in one or more of the fundamental physical ‘constants’ G, c and/or
eR . This variation in constants however can only be temporary otherwise mE would
never emerge. The variability of fundamental physical constants (such as the speed of
light in a vacuum) is one of the most hotly discussed topics in contemporary physics
(e.g.[49][50][51]). It is a curious fact that the topic is implicit and even unavoidable in
the concept of an increasing Numbers Universe.
It is possible of course that the conditions allowing for a phase transition are expressed
by some other mathematical relation. For example, trivial changes in i (trivial from the
viewpoint of a transition from mE0 to mE ) might never the less represent signiﬁcant
changes in the energy associated with the minimum mass mω . Indeed, in a universe like
ours, the minimum energy is so small that any set of stepwise changes in its non-zero
energy level is hardly diﬀerent to a smooth continuum. We can then express the result
of a phase transition thus:
MU = mS i3 n3 = mE0 i3 n4 = mE i4 n4 = mω i6 n6 .

(27)

Such an equation assumes that the universe and its components are elaborately synchronized, an impossibility in a universe as large as ours if communication is limited to
the speed of light. However, such synchronization might be explained as the quantum
entanglement of a fractal organization.
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3.

Discussion: The Quantum Numbers Universe

If the universe can be considered a single quantum particle, it might also be thought to
have an internal clock that keeps the same time everywhere:
GmS
rS
e2R
RU
= 3 =
TS =
= 3 ,
c
c
cmS
nc

(28)

where TS is the Stoney time and rS is the Stoney length. Other times are synchronized
with the Stoney time by means of the factor n. In fact, the large number N , equating
gravity and electromagnetism, can be understood as a ratio of electromagnetic times:
N=

m2S
mE c 2

=
= νE Tω .
×
2
mE

mω c2

(29)

Here ν E is the electromagnetic frequency of mE and Tω is the electromagnetic time of
mω . Expressed in Stoney units for time, which are proportional to mass:
νE = mE /mS = 1/n,

Tω = (mS /mE )3 = mS mω = n3 .

(30)

The phase transition described by (27) requires ongoing changes in Tω while ν E is retarded
as ν E0 (the frequency of mE0 ). In eﬀect, mE0 behaves as if it were subject to a time delay
until it is suddenly updated and revised to mE . In that case, the Stoney mass is completely
synchronized with MU and with mω but only imperfectly synchronized with particles like
mE0 . Whether space and time are absolute or relative might therefore depend on the
degree of synchronicity.
In the quantum universe deﬁned here, gravity might be understood entirely in electromagnetic terms:
c2 e2
(31)
G= 2 R .
mE νE Tω
However, according to (19)–(21) mω can be derived from either electromagnetic or gravitational relations and therefore G could be expressed as a ratio of electromagnetic and
gravitational times, which is probably more consistent with the Stoney scale’s role as the
mediator between two forces. The opposite case, that the electromagnetic force emerges
from gravitational principles, is almost never heard, though the occasional attempt is
made [27].

3.1 The Mathematical Universe
In the opinion of Arthur Eddington, the large number ratios “. . . are not arbitrary but will
ultimately be found to have a theoretical explanation, though I have also heard the contrary
view expressed.”[8a] In Eddington’s day, the Planck scale did not seem so signiﬁcant as
it does today and the possibilities oﬀered by fractal self-organization had not yet been
conceived. Never the less, in spite of the new relevance of a Numbers Universe, most
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theorists today would probably still maintain ‘the contrary view’. The contrary view is
understandable partly as a reluctance to submit empirical science to the a priori dictates
of mere numbers, and partly because the standard models of cosmology and particle
physics do not seem consistent with the idealized parameters oﬀered by those numbers.
Never the less, many eminent theorists (e.g.[52,53,54,55,20,44]) have marvelled at the
mathematical intelligence that our universe seems to demonstrate and even today highly
respected theorists such as Hawking scaﬀold their theories around concepts that happen
also to be key aspects of the Numbers Universe. It is diﬃcult therefore to deny that the
Numbers Universe could be a useful tool, if only as a signpost to analogous phenomena
in the real universe as it exists today. In that case, it could actually inspire theorists like
Hawking instead of just deriving its relevance from them.
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